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Check your vehicle's wiring diagram. I had to move the orange wire dash light dimming to the
next slot in the female connector to line up with the factory harness. If your dash lights or radio
dimming doesn't work, check the fuse. If it has blown, then you know you need to move the pin
over and try again. Luckily I had read about this before installation and used the factory service
manual wiring diagram to match the wires in my '99 Jeep Grand Cherokee. Got this part for
placing a new stereo unit in a Jeep Wrangler. It was easy enough to match up the wiring with
the factory wires coming from the Jeep. They have some nice labelling on the wiring, so even if
you're not a pro, you can get a pretty good idea of which wire goes to which going from the
vehicle side to the wiring harness. It only took me about 5 mins to wire this up to the existing
wires, so it's a easy process. I've been buying metra for years. All of their harnesses snap right
in no problem. If you buy an aftermarket radio you pretty much don't have to look at the wiring
diagram at all. These harnesses with every aftermarket radio I've installed match up color to
color. But as far as basic functionality, power and the speakers match up color to color. One
person found this helpful. If you know what each wire is connected to then this is OK. If you
don't then you are out of luck because this harness's wires are not labeled in any way. You
don't know which ones are for power and which ones are for the speakers. I mean if you know
which connector and wires to use then stick a label on the wire just like the harnesses on the
new radios you can buy nowadays does. It's not rocket science people. I used this to install a
more modern head unit into my Chrysler m. Much nicer to do the work out of the car rather than
cutting off factory connectors and splicing wiring inside. I did have to move one pin. The
dimmer line was one slot off, obvious when I held this harness next to the factory connector.
Easy enough to deal with. Pins can be moved by sliding a small blue bar on this harness
connector forward, slipping the pin from one slot to the next, then replacing the bar to lock the
pins back in place. This harness would still have worked without modification if I hadn't noticed
or compared wiring diagrams. All I would have lost would have been dimmer control from the
car lighting system. I hate when you go to replace headset and it wad a hack job, I. Is product

was a prefect make for my wife's 97 XJ. A little soldering and heat shrink BANG ready to plug in
and mount.. This fit the Jeep harness perfectly, was easy to install all wire colors matched the
Jeep wire colors. However, the right and left speakers are reversed! I simply switched them, so
be sure to test them before you re-install the dashboard and trims, to save yourself taking your
vehicle apart again. This was the only issue I had, but it seems to be that the mfr simply was not
paying attention. Works good when properly installed. My only complaint is that it would've
been nice to have one "plug" that both the other plugs connected to. Notes about installing in
99 Durango with Infinity system: 1 There is no ground wire: If you are taking out the factory
radio at least in a Durango , there is a wire that is clipped on to the back of the factory radio.
This wire is the factory ground. Cut the end off of it and connect it to the ground from your
aftermarket radio. If you are replacing an aftermarket radio, then you will probably see a black
wire that is in the dash that's sitting by itself. That'll be your ground. If not, then your factory
amp won't turn on and you won't get any sound. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. Translate all reviews to English. Purchased to make a clean easy install of new
receiver in old truck. Did the job. Report abuse. Report abuse Translate review to English. Fits
perfectly. Worth every penny. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related
products. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
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trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Buy Here Metra Wiring
Diagram. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook, you are going to be able to troubleshoot,
stop, and full your tasks without difficulty. Not merely will it assist you to accomplish your
desired final results more quickly, but additionally make the entire process simpler for
everyone. This e-book can show for being the ideal instrument for all those who want to
produce a well-organized and well-planned functioning environment. Wiring Diagram comes
with numerous easy to adhere to Wiring Diagram Directions. It really is meant to help all the
typical consumer in building a correct program. These guidelines will likely be easy to
understand and apply. With this particular guide, you will be able to find out how each
component needs to be related and the exact actions you should consider as a way to
effectively complete a particular task. Wiring Diagram includes several in depth illustrations that
present the connection of various products. It contains directions and diagrams for different
varieties of wiring strategies along with other items like lights, home windows, and so forth. The
book features a great deal of sensible tips for numerous scenarios that you may come across
when you are dealing with wiring problems. Every one of such tips are illustrated with useful
examples. Wiring Diagram not merely offers in depth illustrations of what you can do, but
additionally the processes you should adhere to although doing so. Not just can you locate
different diagrams, however you can also get step-by-step instructions for any certain
undertaking or matter that you would like to know more about. Furthermore, Wiring Diagram
provides you with time frame in which the projects are to be accomplished. You may be capable
to know precisely once the projects ought to be completed, which makes it easier to suit your
needs to properly handle your time and efforts. Wiring diagram also offers helpful ideas for
projects that might require some additional equipment. This guide even contains suggestions
for additional provides that you could want in order to finish your tasks. It will likely be in a
position to offer you with further tools like conductive tape, screwdrivers, wire nuts, etc. It will
also contain provides you may need to complete simple assignments. Wiring Diagram contains
both illustrations and step-by-step instructions that would permit you to definitely really
construct your venture. This is beneficial for each the individuals and for experts who are
looking for more information on how to set up a operating environment. Wiring Diagrams are
made to be easy to understand and easy to build. You can usually count on Wiring Diagram
being an crucial reference that will enable you to conserve money and time. Using the assist of
the book, you are able to very easily do your personal wiring assignments. In addition, this book
offers sensible id
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eas for a lot of distinct tasks that you simply will likely be in a position to complete. With this
kind of an illustrative guide, you are going to have the ability to troubleshoot, avoid, and
complete your assignments with ease. Buy Here Ballast Wiring Diagramballast wiring diagram
â€” You will need a comprehensive, professional, and easy to comprehend Wiring Diagram.
With such an illustrative guide, you will be able to troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your
projects easily. Not only will it assist you to attainâ€¦. With this kind of an illustrative guidebook,
you are going to be capable of troubleshoot, avoid, and complete your projectsâ€¦. Buy Here
Metra Wiring Diagram metra wiring diagram â€” You will need an extensive, skilled, and easy to
understand Wiring Diagram. Metra Wire Diagram Wiring Library â€” Metra Wiring Diagram
Wiring Diagram includes several in depth illustrations that present the connection of various
products. Gallery of Metra Wiring Diagram. Ford E Wiring Diagram.

